
Year 2  

Nouns: Session 5 

 

 

Compound nouns  

Look at the compound nouns below. Can you invent a story about how each one became a word. 

  

 

Now, can you pair up the words below to create a compound word:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

~ 

Next, pair up word that’s have never been put together before and create new compound words, 

e.g, dartshine. Explain what your new word means: a dartshine is a magical bird that can dart 

through the sky and leaves a trail of  light  feather dust.  

Noun riddles  

 

Below are three riddles, can you guess the noun.  

1. I am seen by the thousand at a glance 

And yet you cannot touch me- 

I’ll illuminate the darkness 

and guide your ship home.  

2. The colour of butter  

I’ll appear in Spring 

I am a trumpet 

but I make no sound.  

3. Beetle black,  

I’ll take you where you wish 

if you cross my palm.  

 

 

back man 

snow room 

bed board 

dart pit 

farm shine 

fire ground 

moon house 

sun light 

Fireman, tablecloth, earthquake, schoolboy, bedroom, aircraft, toothpaste, football, sunlight, cross-

word, spaceship, toothache, sheepskin, waterproof, fingerprint.  
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Now, can you pair up the words below to create a compound word:  
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Answers Vary: Next, pair up word that’s have never been put together before and create new 

compound words, e.g, dartshine. Explain what your new word means: a dartshine is a magical bird 

that can dart through the sky and leaves a trail of  light  feather dust.  

Noun riddles  

 

Below are three riddles, can you guess the noun.  

1. I am seen by the thousand at a glance 

And yet you cannot touch me- 

I’ll illuminate the darkness 

and guide your ship home. Stars 

2. The colour of butter  

I’ll appear in Spring 

I am a trumpet 

but I make no sound. Daffodil  

3. Beetle black,  

I’ll take you where you wish 

if you cross my palm. Taxi 

 

 

back ground 

snow man 

bed room 

dart board 

farm house 

fire pit 

moon light  

sun shine 

Fireman, tablecloth, earthquake, schoolboy, bedroom, aircraft, toothpaste, football, sunlight, cross-

word, spaceship, toothache, sheepskin, waterproof, fingerprint.  


